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Abstract
AItinerary is an innovative travel planning platform that leverages artificial intelligence to
revolutionize the way users create personalized travel itineraries. The system combines
advanced natural language processing, ChatGPT integration, and Unsplash APIs to understand
user preferences and generate comprehensive travel plans with pictures. This document
provides an overview of the architecture, key features, and underlying technologies that power
AItinerary, showcasing its capabilities in delivering seamless and tailored travel experiences.

Architecture
The architecture of AItinerary is designed to seamlessly integrate various components,
providing users with an intelligent and interactive travel itinerary generation experience. Users
interact with the system through a user interface built using React and Vite, hosted on an AWS
EC2 instance (t2.micro) accessible at https://aitinerary.net. The front end collects essential
inputs such as the source city, destination city, travel duration, and mode of transport.

Front End:
React and Vite: A modern front-end framework (Vite) and library (React) are employed to create
a responsive and user-friendly interface. Users input their travel preferences through this
interface.

Back End:
The back end is powered by serverless AWS Lambda functions, orchestrating the core
functionalities of AItinerary.

ChatGPT Integration (1st Lambda): User inputs trigger the natural language processing
engine, which communicates with ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo). This integration enables intelligent
conversations with the system, allowing users to refine and tailor their travel plans dynamically.
When the user provides details such as source city, destination city, travel duration, and mode of
transport through the front-end interface we concatenate them into a string calling the Lambda
function.
Below is an image of the response from the Postman:

https://aitinerary.net


Place Extraction (2nd Lambda): To accurately extract major places from the conversational
responses, a second Lambda function utilizes ChatGPT (gpt-4-1106-preview). This approach
ensures precise place names, especially in complex sentence structures, enhancing the
accuracy of the extracted locations.
When a response is captured from the 1st lambda function we pass it to 2nd lambda function
where places are extracted.
Below is an image of the response from the Postman:



Unsplash API Integration (3rd Lambda): Upon extracting major places, the system integrates
with the Unsplash API to fetch relevant images associated with each location. This enriches the
user experience by providing visual previews of the recommended destinations.So this api is
called iteratively on all te places received from the 2nd Lambda function.
Below is an image of the response from the Postman:

Architecture Diagram:



Interaction Flow:

User Input: Users provide details such as source city, destination city, travel duration, and
mode of transport through the front-end interface.

ChatGPT Integration (1st Lambda): The first Lambda function triggers the natural language
processing engine, initiating a dynamic conversation with ChatGPT. The generated conversation
is sent back to ChatGPT to refine and finalize the user's travel itinerary.

Place Extraction (2nd Lambda): The extracted major places from the refined conversation are
obtained using another Lambda function, leveraging ChatGPT for accurate place identification
within complex sentence structures.

Unsplash API Integration (3rd Lambda): The final set of major places is used to query the
Unsplash API, fetching relevant images associated with each destination.

Presentation to User: The fully generated itinerary, enriched with images, is presented to the
user through the front-end interface, closing the loop of interaction.



Try it Yourself
Below is the link for the GitHub where the code is present along with instructions to implement
and try in your own AWS Accounts.
https://github.com/amoghamanju/AItinerary

Additional Enhancements
● Booking links: Travel, Hotels, etc
● Budget Limit parameter
● Map Integration
● Weather-based recommendation

https://github.com/amoghamanju/AItinerary

